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	KAR_The_Guardian_Online_27_August_2015_1: Keith Arnatt is proof that the art world doesn't consider photography 'real' artThe insatiably curious British photographer waged war on the art world after it rejected him. Could a fresh exhibition of his early explorations – playfully called Absence of the Artist – bring him the recognition he deserves?                          Portrait of the Artist as a Shadow of His Former Self, 1969-72, by Keith Arnatt. Photograph: © Keith Arnatt Estate. All rights reserved, DACS 2015/Courtesy Sprüth Magers Keith Arnatt liked to photograph things “everyone else thinks aren’t worth photographing”. These included discarded toys, dog poo, detritus from rubbish tips and the various notes his wife, Jo, left around the house for him. Seven years after his death in 2008, Arnatt remains a singular – and bafflingly undervalued – presence in British art. A small but illuminating show at Sprüth Magers in London, called Absence of the Artist, provides a glimpse of Arnatt’s early use of a medium he would later embrace with the obsessive devotion of the convert. It is a survey of Keith Arnatt, the pioneering conceptual artist, before he became Keith Arnatt, the pioneering photographer. Arnatt had already made a name for himself as a mischievous artist when he went to a lecture in 1973 entitled Photography or Art? by David Hurn, who had just set up the photography department at Newport College of Art, in south Wales. “When the lecture was over,” Hurn later wrote, “a man came over and introduced himself, saying ‘I’m Keith Arnatt. Would you help me become a photographer?’” Intriguingly, Arnatt had already been using photography in his art practice, making extended
	KAR_The_Guardian_Online_27_August_2015_2: pieces like Self-Burial, on display here, which comprises nine images of him slowly disappearing into the earth. Inspired by Hurn’s lecture on the work of Diane Arbus, August Sander and Walker Evans, Arnatt suddenly embraced photography by “mucking in with the students”. As he immersed himself in the history of photography, he started making work that was all his own: odd, slyly humorous and provocative takes on the everyday that were both acutely observational and absurd. “From the moment he decided to pick up a camera, Keith only ever called himself a photographer,” Hurn notes in his fascinating introduction to I’m a Real Photographer, the catalogue for Arnatt’s 2007 retrospective at the Photographers’ Gallery. “I never heard him call himself an artist ... At the same time, becoming a photographer meant seeing as a photographer – seeing pictures as opposed to concepts.”                        Keith Arnatt, from the sequence Self-Burial, 1969. Photograph: Courtesy Sprüth Magers/© Keith Arnatt Estate. All rights reserved, DACS 2015  His conversion inevitably led to a long exile from the art world. “I don’t think there is any doubt that the art world started ignoring him as soon as he started calling himself a photographer,” noted Hurn. That remains the case. More than 40 years on, this show comprises work made between 1967 and 1971. It is all about ideas. The first work you see is a self-questioning text piece called Is It Possible for Me to Do Nothing As My Contribution to This Exhibition? Opposite is a numerical digital display called 2188800 – 000000, An Exhibition of the Duration of the Exhibition. They both seem utterly of their time. Other works include The Absence of the Artist, in which Arnatt photographed a sign bearing those words pinned to a brick wall, and Portrait of the Artist as a Shadow of His Former Self, in which his own shadow stands alone on a pavement. Arnatt was playing with ideas of the 
	KAR_The_Guardian_Online_27_August_2015_3: disappearance of the artist as well as the idea of photography as a reliable arbiter of truth and reality. Back then, too, Arnatt was – playfully – at war with the very idea of what constituted an artwork, just as he would later question what constituted a “good” photograph. Alas, but perhaps not unsurprisingly, Hurn explains, he “became progressively more obscure once he became a photographer.” It is tempting to view him as someone whose career shows how photography is perceived in the art world – the British art world in particular – with a suspicion that it is not real art. And, if Arnatt is to be (re)valued as he should be, it might be pertinent to view his life’s work as a creative continuum. Even his conversion to photography was based on an instinctive understanding that it would free him to pursue his art in a more mischievous, questioning manner. Here you can glimpse the elusive spirit of Keith Arnatt, and it’s a good place to start if you are unfamiliar with his work. But it gives no sense of the bigger picture – the unique arc of this insatiably curious observer of the everyday absurd.                                     Untitled (Study for Trouser-Word Piece, I’m a Real Artist), 1969-72, by Keith Arnatt. Photograph: © Keith Arnatt Estate. All rights reserved, DACS 2015/Courtesy Sprüth Magers 


